
 

Sometimes the word “NO” can be a good thing!

As we move to the end of another year and another group of Year 12 students are about to graduate, I

thought it was timely to give some information about the very important parental skill of saying "NO".

Below is an extract of an article written by Elleen Kennedy-Moore PH.D. I have chosen this section

because it is something I discuss with many of our parents and caregivers, almost on a daily basis and I

feel it empowers us, as parents and teachers, to keep doing what we think is the right thing.  

Say "no" when it’s against your values

"We teach our children about our values through the choices we make. Sometimes you may feel—and

your child may loudly protest—that you’re the only parent making a certain decision, but you need to

true to your cherished beliefs. This kind of no teaches children about priorities and integrity.

It may help to explain to your child the rationale behind your (unpopular) choice, but don’t feel like you

have to convince your child that you are right. You are, after all, the parent. Example: “No, you can’t get a

cell phone. I don’t think they’re appropriate for children your age, and I don’t want it to interfere with your

schoolwork or family time.

Your child won’t thank you for saying no, but sometimes a no is the best thing you can do for your child.

Mountains of research show that the parenting style that is most beneficial for children involves a

combination of warmth and limits. As an adult, you have a breadth of knowledge and experience that

your child just doesn’t. You can empathize, compromise, redirect, or explain to soften the no, but for your

child’s sake, don’t be afraid to say no when necessary."

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the Senior Schooling team of Ms Leanne Krosch, Mr

Rob Turner, Mrs Bec Zischke, Mrs Jodi Woodall, and Mrs Helen Beresford for their efforts in supporting

our students again this year. Our student’s outcomes are a reflection of the hard work this team puts in,

and also the hard work of the entire senior schooling teaching team at KSHS.

As a school we are very optimistic the class of 2022 is bound for a fantastic future... best of luck!
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https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/parenting

